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About This Game

You’ve tossed, burned and sliced them by the thousands – now orcs must die more than ever before! Grab a friend and slay orcs
in untold numbers in this sequel to the 2011 AIAS Strategy Game of the Year from Robot Entertainment.

Leap back into the fray as a powerful War Mage or crafty Sorceress. Defend new fortresses and dwarven mines, laying waste to
thousands of orcs and other monsters with a dizzying array of weapons, spells, guardians, traps, and trinkets. Play co-op with a

friend and continue the battle in a brand new campaign mode, or fight to stay alive in the challenging new Endless Mode!

Unlock new defenses and old favorites, upgrade them like never before, and unleash them on the nearest pile of slobbering orcs!

Key Features:

Co-Op! - Play as the War Mage, the headstrong hero who charges into danger, or play as the more strategic Sorceress
who keeps the mob at bay with mind-control and magic.

Story-based Campaign – Pick up where the original game left off with a brand new story-based campaign that you can
play in Single-Player or Co-Op!

New Endless Mode - Play alone or join a friend to put your skills to the test against endless waves of increasingly
difficult enemies.

Classic Mode - Steam players who own the original Orcs Must Die! will automatically unlock co-op versions of 10
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levels from the original game featuring new enemies!

Over 20 Deadly Enemies - Face an army of vile new creatures like Earth Elementals, Trolls, and Bile Bats. And they’ve
brought all of your favorite trap-fodder from the original Orcs Must Die! along with them!

More than 50 Traps, Weapons, and Guardians – Choose from an enormous armory of new and classic defenses,
including an all new assortment of magical trinkets.

Massive Upgrade System – With more than 225 persistent trap and weapon upgrades to unlock, you can build an
arsenal perfectly suited to your slaying style.

Extensive Replayability – Multiple game modes, “Nightmare” difficulty, and an enormous skull-ranking system
provide hours of replayability

Scoring System and Leaderboard – Compete with your friends for supremacy on single-player and co-op
leaderboards!
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Title: Orcs Must Die! 2
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Robot Entertainment
Publisher:
Robot Entertainment
Release Date: 30 Jul, 2012

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7

Processor:2GHz Dual Core

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:NVIDIA GeForce 6800 or ATI Radeon x1950 or better with 256MB VRAM

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:9 GB HD space

Additional:Broadband Internet connection recommended for co-op play.

English,German,French,Italian,Russian,Japanese,Polish
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I've watched many youtube videos on how to make this thing export to a .apk. And it won't work. I'll spent maybe 2 or more
hours just trying to make this work. Maybe one day I'll find out how to export my games to android but, for right now, I want a
refund.. First off I feel this game is worth a chance - you will be able to experience quite a bit before the refund timer is up...

However this review does come with a warning... This game is seen as *complete* even though they left early access early (due
to losing a key team member and a failed kickstarter funding) Basically this is to be seen as a *completed game which has been
abandonned **no more patches** - We still have various bugs and glitches which will never be fixed due to the above.

I am giving it a possative review for what i have currently experienced and for the fact that i enjoy these kind of games.

**Once again - this game has been **technically** abandonned because they could not continue after losing a key team
member... Buy at your own risk!**

For what i have experienced so far 10\/10
For the team closing up shop and releasing early without fixing some things -10\/10
For their reasoning\/honesty for doing so 10\/10. Frequently crashed for no reason!!!!!!!!!!!
Cant even play for a mission,how can we collect all gold bricks with this unpredictable storm???
Honestly,i have no idea with the entire development of LEGO Games,this game published in 2017 and it should be supposed to
give us (LEGO GAME LOVER) a better impression than what we rewarded in previous games and keep us to continue on the
lego journey.However,it did a catastrophic tragedy here,it frequently crashed while i did nothing,it'll be sad for me to count
about the number of this kind of accidents...How come those previous product will not happen to what i encountered in
here???????
:\/ I love to play LEGO Game as it gave me a good memory while other games cant,From where I start [[LEGO VIDEO
GAME]],I thought LEGO GAME is childish as what everyone did at the first glance,i did feel the parament element that how
LEGO game changed my mind after i finished the whole story,and it brought me into this new world....But now,LEGO GAME
IS GONE~. bunch of kiss\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665reviews here. this game is not good enough to me to recommend.
buggy teleport system, and the game is slow enough paced to have a more normal movement system. weapon handling system is
wonky they never seem to stay in your hand. combat is borderline awful as weapons ghost quite a bit and a weapon connection
with ai send them back 10 feet out of your range. i will redo my review if this gets fixed.. Its ok... I guess. I think I was briefed
by George Lowe!. Starts off okay, but I just couldn't get into the story, it started to become boring and wasn't creepy or scary..
personally not a fan. You can see my experience here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3O8LaC3G05U. Fun to learn the
physics \/ jetpack nuances and try out various strategies for survival

bunch of different masks with various proprties with individual leaderboards for each mask

10\/10 \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 asteroids. updated to reflect ubi change of decision
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All of the brilliance of NASA bottled into an interactive review of a ficticious event. If they want to fund the space program,
they'll need to make a few more simulators.. This game runs into all the standard problems that plague the point-and-click genre
with the added insult of making you wait WAY too long for certain animations. That being said, the game had a decent story
and some, SOME, stellar voice acting, in particular I loved Linda and the guitarist. Definitely deserves some of the "Mixed"
reviews, but worth the play. Don't buy this at full price.. there are no brakes in this platform jumping game. I bought this mainly
for the 1938 stock. Some good work has been done to the original IoW model to bring it up to the 1938 changes. The exterior
and interior are great. I find it disrespectful when people suggest its just a reskin of the IoW model. Its not. A lot of care has
been taken to make the subtle changes to the model and textures. It drives differently too with lots of script changes.

Negatives... Rains inside passenger car. Doors don't open in passenger car view. Doesn't sound like a 1938 Stock train. The only
saving grace is I can drive this on the community made Virtual District Line.. In Vanila mode game is meh, eh, em,... it's okey i
guess, little bit boring, but ok.

Defenitly advice you play in LongWar mod. On easy difficult.. Where can I get this tasty soundtrack?!
This game is a fun little title that you can play with friends at anytime.
There are endless combinations of outcomes making for tonnes of replayability.
I like this game.
AND THE MUSIC OMG WHEEEERRE CAN I GET THAT!. It's a good short story and definitely not a bad game, And i only
wish there was some space for exploration, an open world
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